TWELFTH NIGHT
Rehearsals for young company begin **Saturday July 11**; probably 10 am

**Ladies:**
Adyson D’Angelo
Malea Olsen
Kara Reida
Sophia Santo
Riley Jo Simmons
Jessaiya Stanley
Nataleigh Stanley
Nova Stanley

**Gentlemen:**
Kellen Clinton
Carson Kindle
Kilian McGaffin
Justin Turner
Benjamin Vardaman
Britton Zavala

THE WIZARD OF OZ
Rehearsals begin **Tuesday, June 16** for Munchkins, but we may contact you to come in for a costume fitting prior to that date

(Some Teens will be added to this show, in other roles)

**Munchkins:**
Ruby Baker
Violet Baker
Karsyn Baty
Liam Biggs
Mallory Cicora
Lindley Belle Daniel
Gavin Ellis
Kenadee Ellis
Aspen Erbert
Brooklyn Giefer
Ava Griffin
Evie Griffin
Lucy Hershberger
Daisy Grace Holden
Maggie Jennings
Ellie Jervis
Ellie Juhnke
Gabrielle Kanagy
Sawyer Konen
Parker Langston
Tate Langston
Kaitlyn Lemon
Cassidy Martin
Tessa Martin
Catherine Mayans
Clara Mayans
Leea Meuten
Keaton Mohr
Nate Olsen
Linley Ann Owen
Reed Quint
Ryan Quint
Marla Schmeidler
Nataleigh Stanley
Nova Stanley
Adelaide Tully
Lockard Webb